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The cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria is a surface,
exoskeletal organelle composed of peptidoglycan, secondary
polymers and a wide variety of proteins. Several types of cell
wall proteins are non-covalently attached via cell wall binding
domains in some cases forming surface protein layers (S-
layers). Of the two conserved S-layer-anchoring modules
composed of three tandem SLH or CWB2 domains, the latter
have so far eluded structural insight. In C. difficile 630, one of
the most important nosocomial pathogens, 29 cell wall
proteins (CWPs), including the major S-layer precursor (SlpA),
share the CWB2 module.

We report the crystal structures of C. difficile 630 multi-
domain proteins Cwp8 and Cwp6 revealing the structure of
CWB2 module and the structural basis of its intact fold
necessary for its binding to the cell wall. Conserved surface
residues likely involved in the attachment to the teichoic acid-
like polysaccharide PS-II are also revealed.

Introduction
Cloning, protein expression and purification

 ligation independent cloning (LIC): CD630_27990 (cwp8)-pMCSG7 and CD630_27840 (cwp6)-pMCSG9 

 overexpression in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) using ZYM-5052 autoinduction medium

 purification: IMAC (Ni2+), SEC, tag removal with His6-TEV protease, secondary IMAC (Ni2+)

Protein crystallization

 Cwp8: 10 mg/ml, 2.04 M (NH4)2SO4 and 0.17 M K acetate, native rod-like crystals (1-7 days)

heavy atom derivatives: soaking crystals for 5 seconds in reservoir solution with 5 mM K2Pt(CNS)6

 Cwp6: 13 mg/ml, 1.6 M trisodium citrate pH 6.5, cubic crystals (5 weeks)

X-ray crystallography

 Cwp8: resolution 2.1 Å, space group P1, native and Pt_MAD sets

 Cwp6: resolution 1.7 Å, space group P21212, native sets (molecular replacement)

Peptidoglycan degradation activity assay

 release of Remazol Brilliant Blue from stained peptidoglycan from Staphylococcus aureus

We report the crystal structures of C. difficile 630 cell wall proteins Cwp8 (Fig. 1) and Cwp6
(Fig. 2) revealing the structure of CWB2 cell wall-anchoring module. There are four groups of
CWPs with different positions of the CWB2 module. The trimer is positioned either at the C-
terminus, in the middle, or at the N-terminus of each CWP. In addition, there is a group of
CWPs containing only the CWB2 trimer (Fig 3A).

The CWB2 module is a triangular disc-shaped trimer of CWB2 (PF04122) domains. Each
domain is an open α-β structure (2x2 Rossmann fold). In the middle, the three domains
come together to form a central three-helical bundle. The closest homologue of the
monomeric subunit (CWB2 domain) is the small toprim domain-containing cytosolic protein
Q5KVJ9 of unknown function from Geobacillus kaustophilus (PDB ID 2FCJ) (Rezacova et al.,
2008) (Fig. 3B). The CWB2 domain lacks the toprim domain characteristic: strictly conserved
sequence motifs of acidic residues (motifs IV and V) (Fig. 3B, CB) that are important for
catalytic activity in a metal-assisted phosphodiester bond cleavage or formation of many
toprim domain-containing proteins.

Figure 1: The crystal structure of Cwp8 from C. difficile 630
Cartoon representation of the crystal structure, the strand D176-A190 (orange) of domain 1 links domain 2
with domain 3.

Figure 2: The crystal structure and activity of Cwp6 from C. difficile 630
A. Cartoon representation of the crystal structure in two different orientations related by 90 °. B. Reaction mixture of Cwp6 with Remazol
Brilliant Blue-stained S. aureus peptidoglycan (right) compared to the negative control (i.e., mixture without the protein) (left). Prominent
release of Remazol Brilliant Blue into the supernatant was observed, indicating Cwp6 peptidoglycan degradation activity.

B. Predicted binding modes of the PS-II ligand docked into the binding site comprising identified conserved surface residues of the Cwp8 
protein are shown on the left. The right side of the figure shows intermolecular interactions that were identified between the proposed PS-II 
binding modes and the Cwp8 protein. Green arrows represent the PS-II ligand H-bond acceptor interaction and red arrows H-bond donor 
interaction with Cwp8. Phosphate group of PS-II in red interacts with Cwp8 as a negative ionisable group. 

The trimer binding arrangement contains highly conserved residues (Fig. 4A) and is shared between the CWB2 and the
SLH S-layer/cell wall-anchoring modules, suggesting a common or convergent evolutionary origin. Highly conserved
surface residues on one side of the trimer are likely involved in the attachment to the teichoic acid-like polysaccharide
PS-II (Fig 4B).

Figure 3. Domain organization in CWPs and structural homology of the CWB2 domain A. Scheme of CWPs
grouped according to the position of the CWB2 domain trimer (red). The group representatives Cwp8 and
Cwp6 are shown in bold. B. Structural alignment of Cwp8 domain 5 (blue) the toprim domain-containing
cytosolic protein Q5KVJ9 from Geobacillus kaustophilus (PDB ID 2FCJ, orange) in two different orientations
related by a double 90 ° rotation. Conserved acidic residues from motifs IV and V of 2FCJ are shown in
yellow, and the structural counterparts of Cwp8 domain 5 are shown in green. C. Multiple sequence
alignment (Clustal Omega) of Cwp8 domains 4-6, Cwp6 domains 2-4 and protein Q5KVJ9 (PDB ID 2FCJ). The
coloring code matches the one used in Fig. 3B. The disconnected sequences representing the first β-strand
α-helix pairs of Cwp8 domain 4 and Cwp6 domain 2 are colored gray.

Figure 4: Evolutionary conservation of the CWB2 trimers and
docking of the teichoic-acid-like polysaccharide PS-II into the
structure of the CWB2 trimer
A. ConSurf analysis of the CWB2 trimer based on Cwp8 domains
4-6 and their 420 homologues is presented as a cartoon with
red-through-pale cyan coding bar indicating conserved-through-
variable residues. Residues with the highest conservation scores
are shown as red spheres, except for (P)ILL/(P)IIV/(P)IVL
sequences, shown as yellow spheres.

The C. difficile 630 S-layer is primarily composed of two subunits (LMW-SLP and HMW-SLP) derived from
posttranslational cleavage of the precursor SlpA. Although it has not been confirmed whether all CWPs contribute to
the cell wall structure, they all share the CWB2 module. In addition to similarities in the CWB2 trimer regions, the
structure of Cwp8 revealed a partial structural similarity between the elongated Cwp8 N-terminus and the truncated
LMW-SLP derivative of SlpA (Fig. 5). Despite similarity between the two molecules the complexity of S-layer lattices
revealed by EM and AFM suggests that the S-layer structure is composed of additional subunits.

Figure 5: Structural alignment of the Cwp8 domains 1-3 with truncated LMW-SLP derivative of SlpA
Cartoon representation showing Cwp8 domains 1-3 in yellow, red, green, and LMW-SLP domains 1-2 in cyan
and blue, respectively, in two different orientations rotated by 90 °. Arrows show two elbows that position
domain 2 differently with respect to domain 1 in SlpA and Cwp8.

 the CWB2 (PF04122) domain adopts a 2x2 Rossmann (toprim) fold

 the conserved CWB2 module is a triangular disk-shaped trimer of
CWB2 domains that each contribute one α helix to the central 
three-helical bundle

 the trimer binding arrangement contains highly conserved residues 
and is shared between the CWB2 and the SLH S-layer modules
suggesting a common or convergent evolutionary origin

 the predicted PS-II binding site is in the grooves at the upper side 
of the CWB2 module

 the Cwp8 structure resembles the SlpA structure, yet the 
complexity of S-layer lattices revealed by EM and AFM suggests 
that the S-layer structure is composed of additional subunits

 Cwp6 is a zinc-dependent N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase
belonging to an Amidase_3 (Pfam: PF01520) family that is involved
in cell wall remodeling
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